WOMEN & CAREER

Explore career topics with considerations for those who identify as women

EVALUATE VALUES, INTERESTS & SKILLS

As you explore your identity, think about how you define your values, interests and skills. Explore these concepts in connection to occupations you are considering:

- Use the Values, Interests and Skills Quick Guide
- Take inventories and research occupations using FOCUS 2
- Prioritize your responses using card sorts

MAXIMIZE YOUR DIVERSITY

Review The Career Center’s Maximizing your Diversity webpage to explore this identity area and career:

- Browse compiled diversity resources from The Career Center, FSU and external sources
- Learn best practices for integrating your values into your career journey
- Find communities supportive of your identity and career development

DEVELOP YOUR PERSONAL BRAND

Market yourself in the workplace and beyond to showcase your skills and experiences:

- Create an online portfolio, website or LinkedIn to highlight key skills and artifacts
- Develop strong application documents and have them reviewed
- Grow your brand by earning digital badges and certifications; review our ProfessioNole Pathways and Badges

CONNECT WITH A MENTOR

Connect with female mentors who can help you grow and develop professionally. Conveniently search for short- or long-term mentorship using ProfessioNole Mentors:

- Filter for the topics and traits you care about
- Match with the mentors of your choice
- Learn from subject matter experts

KNOW YOUR WORTH

Conduct market research and hone your negotiating skills to secure the best offer possible:

- Be confident, utilize Big Interview to practice your interviewing and negotiating techniques
- Use the Calculate your Personal Salary Range worksheet to research salaries and make informed decisions
- Utilize the Salary and Job negotiation resources to learn about the negotiating process and tips for success